
Zusammenfassung auf drei Seiten.
Alex Jones´Aussagen sind rot hinterlegt,

David Dukes Aussagen sind grün hinterlegt.

Alex Jones Introduction: history of the human race and tribalism

Christian Western ethic of transcending tribalism and having a tribe of love and of helping others

Targeting Whites with cultural guilt to accept the larger New World Orderagenda

Erase words and create a new dark age of ignorance

The New World Order controls all the sides, keeps us tribal, wages war against the black community

David Duke is the mirror image of the spectrum that is promoted by La Mancha La Raza and the black 

supremacist groups

Humanity being paved over by the Hollywood culture of death

I want to get people outside the box to see the prison economy

 

David Duke Introduction: who the real elite is in this country and the world that is truly an enemy of all 

mankind?

There exists a vicious hate propaganda and racism against the European Americans.

European Americans have about a 1.6 birthrate which means we are losing a quarter of our people every 

generation.

European Americans have no  control over the media, the banking system, the Federal Reserve, our 

foreign policy or even our politics

Over the past three decades every Federal Reserve chairman and vice chairman has been a Jewish 

supremacist

Zionism absolutely is a jewish supremacist phenomena. It is a racist phenomena

How the jews have become the American elite

Goldman Sachs, the biggest predator, the most evil predator, international bank in the world

Goldman Sachs, the chief corporate contributor of both the Democrats and the Republicans

Paying women not to have men in the house literally destroyed the black community

Blacks and Whites are victims of this Zio control of our media

Every one of the ten largest Hollywood studios of movies and television are all Jewish controlled

What do you think of Donald Trump?

I don’t know if I can trust him, because he has been involved with the Zionists.

Orwell talked about the controlled opposition

In the 1960s, as a young teen, I began to realize that European Americans were going to become a 

minority in this country.

Jewish divide and conquer strategy

What is your view of at Adolf Hitler? The West funded the rise of Hitler

No evidence at all that western nations supported the rise of Hitler

So everything is the Jews fault?

Public gender neutral bathrooms

They are in a race to Balkanize us



The KKK was not the author of Planned Parenthood.

We have a repeating cycle of poverty in America

There is a problem with White birthrates in America.

Jewish racism and tribalism is the real supremacy on the planet earth

The people being genocided are the European people. Our birthrate now is 1.6 per couple

Sexual degeneracy, the lesbian and gay agenda is 98% dominated and controlled by Jewish extremists.

Every major Jewish organization in America supports gun control
“Kill White people and get paid for it, what’s not to like”.

Jews dominated the world wide slave trade for two thousand years!

There is a Jewish campaign to make Whites a minority everywhere they live

David, were you a “goblin Cyclops” before you were a dragon?

I think the war between the States was not a civil war.

The South might have won the war if it wasn’t for Judah P. Benjamin

Rabbi Yosef compared gentiles around the world, black people as well, anyone who is not a Jew, with a 

donkey.

David Duke is basically saying there is a world wide Jewish conspiracy

Putting fluoride in the water to reduce fertility of everybody and to reduce IQ

What should be done with the Jews if you are right?
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What’s my position on fluoridation? I’m absolutely against it.

Dukes position on eugenics

The Monsanto family was a huge Jewish slave holding family

Alexander Solzhenitsyn on the greatest mass murder of all times by Jewish communism.

The chief financial supporter of the Bolshevik Revolution was the Jew Jacob Schiff

The Jew Yagoda killing 10 million Christians in Russia

Jewish terrorism in the Lavon Affair

The deliberate attack on the USS Liberty by Israel

Jonathan Pollard and the most damaging spy case in American history

Looking out into the future, where do you see the world in 10, 20, 30 years

If this continues to go on, exactly the same kind of conditions that under Jewish-led Bolshevism in 

Russia. Gulags and the destruction of our people

The “Jewish” takeover of America

WW II was a destructive war against European mankind that could have been avoided.

Jacob Javits, led the fight for the opening of our borders to change our immigration law in, ’67

Some say Catholics are in control of everything

I don’t care if you are black, White, Asian or whatever

You wouldn’t tell me what Grand Cyclops, Grand Dragon meant. I mean those are serious questions.

Our people are facing real genocide. We are facing the loss of our own countries

Every major Jewish organisation supports this destruction of America

There are more Jews, at Harvard and the Ivy League, 2% per cent of the population, than there are our 

70%

In my book “The Secret Behind Communism” I prove that the Russian revolution was overwhelmingly 

a Jewish movement.

Oh! You never answered the question about the whole Catholic conspiracy



It’s not the Catholics who own and control the Hollywood destructive media. It’s not Catholics who control

the international banks

Christian Zionists, I feel for them, I feel pity for them. That they’ve been so brainwashed by the Jewish 

media

I’d love to hear Duke’s opinion about Vladimir Putin

This idea of Jewish supremacy and control of the world, has been around a long time

Man, I just, it’s just Jew, Jew, Jew, Jew, Jew.

What about the Rockefellers and the Nazis?

The Rothschilds, by the way, bought off Winston Churchill, a gentile collaborator

They have ethnically cleansed 600,000 Palestinians

The reason we’ve supported ISIS, is because Israel saw Syria as an enemy

Are you a Christian?

Yes I am.

Jews were the ones, in fact, who crucified Jesus Christ

Jews have been an enemy of the rest of mankind for a long time.

David Duke, very wolf like. Nice little friendly wolfie. My, what big eyes he has
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